
Quantum MehanisAugust 24, 2012Work 4 (and only 4) of the 5 problems. Please put eah problem solution ona separate sheet of paper and your name on eah sheet.Problem 1Consider a quantum system whih an exist in two states �A� and �B� andwhih an transition (deay) from A to B. Most ommonly suh a deay isonsidered to obey the �exponential deay law� where the probability of thesystem remaining in the state A at time t is given by
P (t) = e−λtwhere λ is a onstant whih depends on the details of the system.The solution of the quantum mehanial problem gives, in some ases, otherpossible deay laws. These preditions are rarely, if ever, seen in experiments.Suppose, however, a probability expression whih is more general than thatin the equation above (i.e. a non-exponential deay law) and onsider thefollowing experiment.The state of the system is monitored ontinually at very short equal timeintervals, δ. until, at the nth interval, it is observed to transition to state B.This proess is repeated many times and the distribution of events as a fun-tion of n (or t = nδ) is aumulated. What will be the deay law observed,

Po(t) for any given fundamental law P (t)? That is, �nd the experimentallyobserved deay law as a funtion of the fundamental law.Use your general expression to evaluate the observed law in the ase of afundamental exponential law.



Problem 2Elasti sattering in Born approximation:a.) Consider sattering of a partile of massm o� a potential with a disretetranslational invariane, V (~r + ~R) = V (~r), where ~R is a given, �xedvetor. Show that, in �rst Born approximation, sattering an onlyour in the diretions de�ned by the ondition (~k − ~k′) · ~R = 2πnwith integer n, where ~k is the inident wave vetor and ~k′ the wavevetor of the sattered wave. Note that not all values of n need to givenon-vanishing ontributions.b.) Consider now the spei� potential
V = e−b(x2+y2)e−az2

sinQz(whih for a → 0 beomes of the form disussed above; for �nite a,the periodi array is ut o� by the Gaussian envelope). Calulate thesattering amplitude in �rst Born approximation for arbitrary ~k and ~k′.Chek that the behavior is onsistent with the one disussed in a.) for
a→ 0..) For the speial ase b = a, use your result from b.) to alulate the totalross setion for sattering of an inoming wave propagating spei�allyin the positive z-diretion.



Problem 3Consider the solution of the one-dimensional Shrödinger equation with apotential
V (x) = 4

~
2

2m
α2x2 −∞ < x <∞a) Find the exat solution for the energy of the ground state. (2 pts)b) Find the variational value for the energy of the ground state using thetrial wave funtion

ψT (r) ∝ 1

b2 + x2Use b as the variational parameter. How does the frational error depend on
α. (8 pts)You might �nd useful the expression

∫ ∞

−∞

dx

(b2 + x2)n
=
π1 · 3 · 5 · · · (2n− 3)

2n−1b2n−1(n− 1)!



Problem 4We are all familiar with the one-dimensional harmoni osillator, whih anbe written in terms of reation and annihilation operators b+ and b−, obey-ing the ommutation relations [b−, b+] = 1, [b+, b+] = [b−, b−] = 0: theHamiltonian an be written as HB = 1
2ω {b+, b−} (we use units suh that

~ = 1). We an de�ne an alternative harmoni osillator in terms of reationand annihilation operators f+ and f− whih obey similar antiommutationrelations {f−, f+} = 1, {f+, f+} = {f−, f−} = 0 we write the Hamiltonianas HF = 1
2ω [f+, f−]. Here f± at on the eigenstates of HF the same way b±at on those of HB:

f+ |nF 〉 =
√
nF + 1 |nF + 1〉

f− |nF 〉 =
√
nF |nF − 1〉 .Here nF is the quantum number de�ning the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,analogous to the quantum number (whih we will write as nB) that de�nesthe states of the familiar harmoni osillator.(a) Show that f+f− is a number operator, ounting the number of quanta

nF . (1 point)(b) Find the spetrum of all possible values of nF . (1 point)() Based on the result of (b) and your knowledge of the orresponding spe-trum for nB, whih you don't have to derive, justify why nF desribesfermioni quanta while nB desribes bosoni quanta. (1 point)(d) Find the energy spetrum for HF . How does this ompare with thespetrum of the more familiar harmoni osillator HB? (Remember, weset ~ = 1.) (2 points)(e) Consider states |nB, nF 〉 ≡ |nB〉 ⊗ |nF 〉, onstruted by onvolving solu-tions of the two osillators; nB is the number of bosoni quanta and nFthe number of fermioni quanta, write expressions for operators Q+ and
Q− ating on suh states, the former transforming a bosoni quantuminto a fermioni one and the latter doing the opposite, in terms of b±and f±. (1 point)(f) Consider the Hamiltonian HS ≡ ω {Q+, Q−}. Show that it is invariantunder the interhange of a fermioni and a bosoni quantum. (Hint:Consider appropriate ommutators.) (2 points)(g) Find the energy spetrum and the degeneray of the eigenstates of HS.(Hint: Write HS in terms of HB and HF ). (2 points)



Problem 51) Sattering: a) In Rutherford sattering (lassially), will a smaller impatparameter lead to a larger or smaller sattering angle? (1 point)b) True or False? If the sattering potential is spherially symmetri, so isthe sattering amplitude. (1 point)) More or less? As the energy inreases, does one need to inlude more orless partial waves in a partial wave expansion for the sattering amplitude?(1 point)2) Partile in a magneti �eld: a partile moves through a homogeneousmagneti �eld (B, 0, 0) pointing in the x diretion, desribed by the Hamil-tonian
H =

1

2m

(

~p− e ~A
)2

with ~A =
1

2
~r × ~B.Whih of the following are onserved?

px

pz

Lx

Lz

~L2where ~L = ~r × ~p. (2 points)3. Idential partiles: Would the wave funtion
ψ(~r1, ~r2) =

(

~r2
1 + ~r2

2 − ~r1 · ~r2
)

e−(~r1−~r2)
2be an �allowed� wave funtion for two idential spin 0 partiles. Explain yourreasoning. (2 points)4. A partile moves inside a hollow spirally wound tube that is aligned alongthe ẑ axis (ẑ pointing to the right in the �gure). The potential is zero insidethe tube but has in�nitely high walls so that the partile is trapped inside.A short segment of the in�nitely long tube is shown in the �gure. The pith(displaement in the diretion of the tube axis per winding) of the tube is 1m. Determine whih linear ombination of omponents of momentum andorbital angular momentum is onserved in this problem. (3 points)


